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Abstract. Risk-limiting audits (RLAs) are broadly accepted as the gold
standard for tabulation audits: when I count ballots using software, an
RLA provides software-independent evidence that tabulation declared
the correct winner. While there have been many advances in RLAs over
the last 14 years, many of the underlying assumptions and practical
applications of RLAs have gone unexamined. In this paper, I present a
review of existing RLA techniques, providing a concise definition of an
RLA, examining its underlying assumptions, and discussing how RLAs
work in practice, all from the perspective of the maintainer of a popular
RLA tool. I present several attacks which can cause RLAs to fail to
provide evidence of the correctness of an election outcome. Finally, I
provide discussion on the RLA’s place in the landscape of election security
and observations about the value proposition RLAs present.
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Introduction

Post-election audits have long been a tool to evaluate election processes. They
serve as an opportunity for election officials to check their work and provide
transparency into election processes for voters. Additionally, post-election audits
have long been a point of emphasis for election security, as they often provide
robust means of achieving important properties like software independence [38].
In the wake of the 2016 presidential election in the United States, post-election
audits, and risk-limiting audits in particular, have become widely adopted as a
means of securing and improving the election process [13, 20, 27, 31, 35].
Much work has been conducted on post-election audits as a means of building
evidence-based elections [52]. Stark produced the concept of a risk-limiting audit
(RLA), a post-election tabulation audit which can provide a desired level of
confidence in the election outcome with an amount of work that depends on the
desired level of confidence [46].
Interwoven in much of the work around post-election audits are subtle assumptions and an implicit threat model. Most early efforts focused largely on the
threat model of the election itself, with audits as a defense. While efficiency is a
common theme, it is usually framed as pragmatism, not a feature of the audit to
be safeguarded. Stark and Wagner contemplate ways in which the audit can be
compromised, if, e.g., the paper trail is not properly maintained [52]; however
they do not formally consider how a compliance audit can factor into the critical
functions of an RLA.

In this paper I explore the assumptions underlying risk-limiting audits, discuss
how they are conducted in practice, and what these things mean for the threat
model for RLAs. I start by defining what an RLA is and its capabilities in the
next section. I then examine how RLAs are performed in practice in Section 3.
In Section 4 I describe attacks against RLAs that defeat their primary functions
before concluding in Section 5.
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What is a risk-limiting audit?

Broadly speaking, the goal of an RLA is to provide some degree of confidence
in the outcome of an election while doing some amount of work. The trade-off
is centrally between the level of confidence (framed as the “risk limit”) and the
amount of work required to reach it (usually in terms of the number of ballots
that need to be counted by hand). However, there are numerous assumptions
baked into RLAs that are often not explicitly stated, though works like [8, 19, 52]
have attempted to make these assumptions more concrete.
The core of an RLA lies with the generation and preservation of evidence
for an election outcome [19, 28, 52]. If an election outcome is produced by the
automatic tabulation of ballots, the tabulators may be compromised in such a
way that is not obvious (e.g. they may flip a few votes in a close race to change
the outcome). Absent efforts to check the tallies, this process does not provide
sufficiently verifiable evidence that the election’s outcome is correct. This is the
problem that RLAs attempt to address.
RLAs assume that there exists a “true” election outcome. Ideally the true
election outcome would be produced by a social choice function based on the
preferences of the voters. For instance, if first-past-the-post is the social choice
function, and most voters prefer Alice over Bob, then the “true” outcome is that
Alice wins. Unfortunately, political preferences are often inconsistent even within
individuals [3], so elections must force people to commit to their preferences. This
can be done in a variety of ways, but the most common form is via a secret ballot
onto which voters imprint their preferences, typically by selecting from a provided
list of choices (though occasionally something more complex). Since the voter’s
choices on the ballot are assumed to align with their preferences, the ballot is
the record of the voter’s intent, considered the “true” expression of each voter’s
preferences. While some voting systems allow voters to mark ballots in a purely
mechanical or electronic way, as on a direct-recording electronic voting machine
(DRE), these methods do not as of yet produce a durable record of the vote that
can be independently verified [10] (i.e. they aren’t software-independent [38]).
Therefore, RLAs rely on paper ballots as the source of true preferences for an
election outcome.
Assumption 1. Paper ballots reflect voters’ true preferences.
This assumption means that RLAs do not attempt to characterize mistakes
voters may make when marking their ballots, even though mistakes may be
prevalent enough to change the outcome [12, 41]. Nor do they account for any
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other mechanism that can cause the paper record of the vote to not reflect the
voters’ preferences (or the choices voters make to reflect those preferences), like
malicious software on ballot marking devices [1, 11, 24].
Another assumption that RLAs make is that the set of ballots being examined
is complete. If the ballots examined in the RLA do not comprise of all of the
valid ballots used to tabulate the election results, then an RLA’s output is largely
meaningless. This also means that RLAs require stringent chain-of-custody
records to provide verifiable evidence that the paper trail is well maintained [52].1
Assumption 2. The paper trail examined by the RLA is complete and correct.
To make an election process evidence-based and independently verifiable,
RLAs rely on a means of tabulation that does not rely on software: hand counting. While research has found that humans do make mistakes when counting
ballots [21], RLAs implicitly trust that hand counts are accurate. This assumption
may be reasonable, as audits have a much greater degree of transparency and public visibility than software running on scanners, but has largely been unexamined
in the literature. In summary, RLAs treat the result of hand counts as ground
truth for the “real” election outcome. Since hand counts do not rely on software
(or do not rely on software in a way that violates software independence; see
Section 3), they are a software-independent mechanism for evidence evaluation.
In other words, RLAs assume that a hand count of all the ballots in an election
always produces the correct outcome [46].
Assumption 3. Full hand counts always produce “true” election outcomes.
Even though we now have a definition of what a true evidence-based election
process would look like, RLAs rely on one more key assumption. If hand counts
were truly the best method of conducting elections, then surely they would be
the most widely adopted means of tabulating votes. However, this is obviously
not the case in countries all over the world [2, 42, 57]. Therefore there must be
benefits to software tabulation that outweigh its costs.2 RLAs thus seeks to gain
confidence that an election outcome is correct while not doing a full hand count,
if possible.3
Assumption 4. Hand counting is undesirable and should be minimized.
We now have a clearly defined problem statement for RLAs:
Definition 1. Risk-limiting audits are an evidence-based process to provide
a specified level of confidence in an election outcome while minimizing hand
counting.
1
2
3

This is not a given, as Enguehard et al. have documented, among others [17].
Namely, cost, accuracy, speed, and repeatability of tabulation, though see, e.g., [53].
Though RLAs may also be performed on hand-tabulated elections as well [40].
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3

Logistics of RLAs

Now that I have established what an RLA is attempting to accomplish, I can set
about describing how it does so. There are several dimensions to performing an
RLA that each introduce unique challenges to the threat model.

3.1

Hypothesis testing

RLAs draw a sample of ballots (typically uniformly at random [29] though
occasionally not [5, 46]), hand count the sample, and then use the data produced
by the hand count to evaluate the election result produced by software tabulation.
There are numerous details here that I will discuss later on in this section, but
this description suffices for now.
Given software-produced tabulation and our hand count data, an RLA seeks
to assert or reject the hypothesis that the election outcome is correct. Specifically,
RLAs usually take the software-produced outcome as an alternative hypothesis
(though other alternatives are possible; see [23, 58]), and that the outcome is
wrong as the null hypothesis. In this case, “the outcome is wrong” is formalized
as the true outcome either preferring a candidate that did not win or a tie. These
two hypotheses are mutually exclusive (though it may take some massaging
depending on the social choice function) and exhaustive (by definition), so if the
null hypothesis is rejected, then one can conclude to a degree of confidence that
the alternative is true.
As this is a hypothesis test, the test can have four outputs depending on the
underlying “true” hypothesis and the efficacy of the test. A true positive results
when the null hypothesis is correctly rejected, i.e. the reported outcome is correct
and the audit found evidence to support that to the specified risk limit. A true
negative results when the reported election outcome disagrees with the outcome
that would be produced by a full hand-tally. In this case, RLAs are designed to
escalate to a full hand-tally before concluding that the reported election result
is wrong. This feature makes a false positive effectively impossible: a correct
reported outcome can never be overturned by an RLA [46], as outcomes can only
be overturned by a full recount, at which point the true outcome will be known.
A false negative results when the election outcome should be overturned, but
the audit incorrectly terminates after fewer than all of the ballots have been
audited. False negatives can occur by bad luck: if the sample data just happens
to strongly favor the reported winner, the audit may conclude that the reported
winner really did win even if that is not the case. The largest chance of this
occurring is the risk limit.
The output of a hypothesis test is a p-value (occasionally called the risk
measurement), an estimation of how likely the data would have occurred by
random chance. If this value is below the risk-limit, the audit stops. If not, it
draws more ballots and generates another p-value until all of the ballots have
been counted or the p-value is below the risk-limit.
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3.2

Evaluating hypotheses

In order to test the hypothesis that the reported election outcome is correct, RLAs
require a means of evaluating evidence. There are two primary ways paper ballots
are used to evaluate the reported outcome: polling audits and comparison
audits [29]. There are also two units that audits can operate over: individual
ballots or batches of ballots.
In a polling audit, a sample of ballots is drawn, and the social choice function
is computed over the sample. The resulting tally is then used to evaluate the
null and alternative hypotheses [26, 33, 51, 58]. Polling audits typically require
dramatically larger sample sizes than comparison audits, as the evaluation being
done tends to be less sensitive. However, polling audits require significantly less
infrastructure to perform than comparison audits [29, 58].
Comparison audits, rather than relying on the social choice function to
evaluate hypotheses, directly evaluates the evidence generated by the election.
Each ballot (or batch) is audited, and the result of the audit is compared to the
record of how that ballot (or batch) was tabulated. If discrepancies are found
between the audited ballot and the reported tabulation, this indicates that an
outcome-changing event may have occurred [22, 46, 48–51].
Finally, there are also hybrid auditing methods, most notably SUITE [34]
and SHANGRLA [51]. These audits break the set of ballots into separate strata,
where different types of evaluation (polling and comparison), different units of
auditing (ballot or batch), or both, are used in each stratum.
3.3

Collecting evidence

In order to collect evidence to support or refute a hypothesis, RLAs must draw a
sample from a population of ballots. We may not trust a reported election result,
but at a minimum we must know how many paper ballots there are (i.e. how
large the population is) and where they are (i.e. how can a specific ballot be
found) in a software independent way.
The first piece of data, the population size, can be determined several ways,
for example examining the voter check-in data to see how many voters checked in
to vote (though this data must be verified against the chain of custody of paper
ballots). The latter requires a bit more work depending on the storage procedures
for the ballots. We can imagine a warehouse containing all of the ballots in a
contest, where ballots are stored in boxes. In order to audit ballot n, then, we
need to know which box it is contained in. This data is called a ballot manifest,
and includes a software-independent accounting of ballot storage [29, 52]. As we
shall see in Section 4, errors in the ballot manifest can cause the RLA to fail to
achieve its goals.
Now that we have established what our population is, we can sample from
it. There are a variety of sampling techniques available. The simplest and most
common is sampling uniformly at random after the results have been fully
tabulated and reported. However, Ottoboni et al. examined sampling uniformly
before the results have been fully tabulated [33]. Sampling especially in batch
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audits may be done with respect to the amount of possible “error” that can be
found in a unit [5, 47].
To generate a sample, the manifest is used to create a “master list” of ballots
(or batches), where each ballot gets a sequential number (e.g. if the last ballot in
the first box is ballot n, then the first ballot in the next box is n + 1 and so on).
In principle, ballots can be sampled at random by merely rolling enough dice to
cover the range of ballot indices, modulo the population size [15]. In practice, this
is far too laborious, so pseudo-random number generating programs (PRNGs)
are often used to generate a list of ballots to sample [15, 33].
Once a ballot is sampled, the manifest is used to figure out which container
that ballot is stored in, and a variety of methods can be used to find the specific
ballot in question (counting down in the stack of ballots or using a counting scale,
for example [36]). Sridhar et al. proposed an alternative method for sampling an
individual ballot from a batch, called k-cut: cutting the stack of ballots like a
deck of cards. They demonstrated that cutting the stack of ballots six times in
randomly generated places was sufficient to get a uniformly sampled ballot [43].4
Batch-level audits do not require these techniques, as once a batch is sampled all
of the ballots it contains are part of the sample and are hand counted.
3.4

Examining the evidence

Once the ballots to be examined have been drawn, RLAs require a means of
evaluating the evidence. The nature of this evaluation depends heavily on the
specific hypothesis being tested. BRAVO ballot polling audits examine hypotheses
about how the margin is distributed proportionally to each candidate [26,33,34,58],
while the type of ballot polling described in [34, 51] looks at the margin in terms
of integer votes. In both cases, ballot polling audits test the hypothesis that the
winner actually won by examining the margin in the sample against the null
hypothesis (the winner didn’t win; in most cases the margin under the null is
0, i.e. a tie) and an alternative hypothesis (typically the reported margin, but
occasionally not [23]). Most extant ballot polling audits examine the likelihood
ratios of the null and the alternative given the tally of a sample [26,29,32,37,55,58],
though methods like [39, 51] use other test statistics. In any case, these audits
require very little information to evaluate their hypotheses: the null margin,
alternative margin, and a hand tally of the sampled ballots. If their test-statistic
outputs a p-value below the risk limit, the audit stops. Otherwise, more ballots
are sampled.
Comparison style audits also examine the margin in votes, but rather than
examine a tally of the votes in the sample, comparison audits directly compare
the sampled units against their reported counterparts. If a ballot’s audited record
differs from its reported record, this is deemed an error. Errors can work in multiple
4

K-cut may not be suitable for ballot comparison audits, since they need the ability
to look up a sampled ballot’s cast vote record (see below). If the ballots do not have
an identifier (imprinted on the ballot at the time of scanning), the ballots must be
kept in the order they were scanned.
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ways: overstatements are errors which cause the margin to be overstated, i.e.
the winner didn’t win by as much as was reported. Understatements are errors
which indicate that the winner actually won by more than originally reported.
If the number of overstatements is larger than the margin of victory, then the
reported outcome is wrong.
In a ballot comparison audit, if a ballot is sampled, it is examined and the votes
it contains are directly compared to how it was originally tabulated [46, 50, 51].
These audits need an additional input: a record of how each individual ballot was
tabulated (called a cast vote record or CVR) that can be compared against
an examination of the corresponding paper ballot.
For batch comparison audits, the hand-tallied batch totals are compared to
the tabulator results for each batch. Rather than a CVR, batch comparison
audits require a batch totals file that contains how each batch was tabulated by
software, which is then compared to hand tallies. It should be noted that ballot
comparison audits are just special cases of batch comparison audits where each
batch contains only one ballot [22, 48].
3.5

Tools for performing an RLA

Much of the logistical support and calculation in RLAs can in principle be done
without reliance on any software. However, this is practically infeasible in most
contexts (e.g. if an RLA needs to draw 5,000 ballots, rolling enough dice to draw
a sample would take an inordinate amount of time). Moreover, election officials
(or other auditors) may not have the expertise in statistics required to perform
the calculations necessary to evaluate evidence. Finally, coordinating an audit in
a large jurisdiction, like a state, becomes intractable when dozens or hundreds of
ballot manifests, CVRs, and other election information must be collated.
To address these problems, numerous software tools have been developed to
support the logistics of an audit. In order to preserve software-independence,
the inputs and outputs of the software need to be made available. Publishing
this data enables anyone to independently verify that the software conducted
the audit correctly (either by working it through by hand or by using different,
trusted software). To my knowledge, all existing RLA software is open source,
which aids in the verifiability of the software’s correctness and also supports
independent evaluation of audits.
Tools for performing ballot polling audits have been made available by
Stark [44] and VotingWorks [56]. Additional ballot polling software has been
made available by Ottoboni et al. [33], Stark [51], and Zagorski et al. [58]. Tools
for performing comparison audits have been made available by Stark [45, 51],
VotingWorks [56], and Free and Fair [18]. McBurnett also has a tool for older
batch comparison audits including SAFE [30], NEGEXP [5], and PPEB [47].
Finally, tools for performing hybrid audits have been provided by Ottoboni et
al. [34] and VotingWorks [56].
As we shall see in the next section, these tools encompass a variety of
communications channels between participants in the audit, and can present risk.
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3.6

How does an RLA actually work?

We have covered much of the inputs and outputs of RLAs so far, but I have not
described the process in full nor identified the stakeholders.
Stakeholders RLAs are fundamentally transactions between evidence havers
and evidence seekers. Election officials are in charge of the software that does
the tabulation as well as the paper trail. For large audits, there are often two
types of election official: audit administrators, in charge of coordinating the
data collection and entry procedures, and local election officials who have
custody of the paper trail and do the work of pulling and examining ballots.
The election officials rely on audit software to conduct the audit. The public
observes the audit and seeks to be convinced that the paper ballots match the
reported election outcome. Finally, attackers seek to disrupt this process.
Process
The RLA process is sequential, and is described as follows (and
depicted in Figure 1):
1. The election ends, a final tally is produced, and an outcome is declared.
2. Audit administrators initialize the audit with information about the contest
to be audited (the contest name, number of winners, candidates, tally of votes
for each candidates, and outcome), as well as a list of authorized participants
if the audit is happening in multiple places and involves distributed access to
the tool (local election officials who possess the paper ballots).
3. Local election officials collect and submit all necessary inputs, including a
ballot manifest and, if performing a comparison audit, batch totals or CVRs.
4. A ceremony for initializing a PRNG is conducted, where some physical
randomness (e.g. dice) is used to seed the PRNG.
5. Based on the contest information (the margin of victory) and previous samples
(if not in the first round of the audit), a sample size is estimated (i.e. the
number of ballots or batches to audit is determined).
6. The ballots to be sampled are identified by the PRNG, and information
about which ballots or batches are to be examined (called a retrieval list) is
distributed to local election officials.
7. Local election officials retrieve the ballots in their jurisdiction, examine them,
and submit the information to the audit administrators (either out of band
or through the audit software).
8. Once all information about the sample is entered, the audit administrator
computes a p-value for sample based on the evidence. If the p-value is greater
than the risk limit, go back to step 5, generate a new sample and collect more
evidence. If all ballots have been sampled, stop and announce the outcome
of the sampled data as the new outcome. If the p-value is less than or equal
to the risk limit, halt the audit and announce that the outcome is confirmed.
9. At the conclusion of the audit, all information about the audit is published,
including the manifests, CVRs, the random seed and PRNG algorithm, and
adjudication of the sampled ballots so that anyone may verify the results.
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Tabulator
Election
ends

Audit
Administrator

Election Results

Audit
Software

Local
Election Official(s)

Public

Participants list
Contest info
PRNG seed

Round 1
starts

Ballot manifests
Other data*
Retrieval lists
Audit data

Audit finished?
Round 1
ends

Additional rounds (if necessary)

Audit
ends

Audit results

*Other data includes CVRs or batch totals per candidate, if necessary
Fig. 1. A process diagram of an RLA—Each column represents a stakeholder.
Arrows between stakeholders indicate communication of some sort between two stakeholders. At the start of each round, the audit tool computes a sample size and draws a
sample of ballots, which are distributed to local election officials. Having received their
retrieval lists, LEOs sample ballots as indicated by the retrieval list and enter the audit
data into the audit software. After all ballots in round have been entered, the software
computes a p-value for the audit so far, and notifies the audit administrator whether
the audit has met the risk limit, or if more ballots need to be sampled. Note that the
depicted protocol is an insecure strawman, and the communication channels must be
secured and the data must be made public for the audit to be successfully verifiable
(see Section 4.5).
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Attacks and Defenses

An overview of the audit process and relevant communication channels can be
seen in Figure 1. As we shall see shortly, the way the process is laid out presents
several opportunities for an attacker to compromise the audit. Revisiting our
assumptions about RLAs from Section 2, we can define a major and a minor
goal for our attacker:
– Major goal: Cause an RLA to stop early even though a full hand count
would indicate a different result more frequently than the risk limit allows.
– Minor goal: Force the RLA to a full hand count.
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Recall from Section 3.1 that the hypothesis testing at the core of an RLA can
indicate four distinct outcomes. The “true” outcomes are where an RLA does
what it is supposed to: either correctly stop after seeing sufficient evidence or
correctly escalating to a full recount and overturning an election. An attacker
seeks to cause a “false” outcome: either incorrectly concluding that the reported
outcome was correct or overturning a correct result. As we discussed earlier, the
latter outcome (a false positive) is impossible if the paper trail is preserved, so
an attacker can at best cause a false negative (accepting an incorrect result).
This last point is our attacker’s major goal: cause a false negative with
probability greater than the risk limit. This might occur if the attacker had also
compromised the tabulator and wished to remain undetected.
Additionally, recall that RLAs also assume that hand counting all of the
ballots are undesirable. Therefore a minor goal for an attacker is to cause a full
recount every time an RLA is performed (intended to waste resources).
In general, an attacker who can accomplish the major goal can also accomplish
the minor goal, but not the other way around. Additional goals like sowing public
distrust are considered out of scope for now. With these goals in mind, we present
several attack scenarios.
4.1

An active network attacker

In this scenario, the attacker is able to intercept, alter, and transmit messages
to any stakeholders. This attacker cannot alter the paper trail, audit tool, or
PRNG generation ceremony. However, they can impersonate all parties and use
the audit tool to generate expected output.
Forged sample sizes This attacker can forge the expected sample sizes and
cause them to be larger or smaller than required. This achieves the minor goal,
as they could indicate that the audit needs to examine all of the ballots.
Forged retrieval lists This attacker can issue forged retrieval lists directly to
local elections officials (LEOs). In doing so, they can bias the sample by selecting
ballots from jurisdictions that lean more towards the declared winner. If the audit
samples these ballots, it can falsely conclude that the declared result was correct.
Forged audit results
This attacker can similarly forge messages from the
LEOs to the audit tool and input fake audit data that causes the software to
convince that the audit can terminate.
Forged messages from the audit administrator
This attacker can announce audit results to the public early or otherwise in a way that sows doubt
about the correctness of the election process.
This attacker’s power largely comes from the lack of out-of-band communication between stakeholders. To mitigate this attack, an authenticated channel
should be established between all parties to ensure that only authenticated parties
are submitting and generating audit data. Standard authentication techniques,
like TLS, and the use of restricted domains and authenticated email accounts [54]
apply here. Furthermore, independent verification of the audit would catch many
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of these attacks, as the sample sizes, retrieval lists, and results are deterministic
and can be checked.
4.2

Compromised audit software

An attacker can still gain full control over the audit if they compromise the audit
software, even without actively attacking the RLA’s communication channels. All
of the forgery possibilities above apply, except announcing the result. However,
presuming an honest audit administrator, if the tool provides an incorrect audit
result the audit administrator may just announce the audit result provided by
the tool without verification.
In order to defend against a compromised audit tool, software-independent
bookkeeping is critical. The random seed, PRNG algorithm, ballot manifests,
and audit results must be published through a channel that doesn’t rely on the
tabulator or the audit software (e.g. by scans of paper documents uploaded to
the audit administrator’s website) [19,25,52]. With this data (and CVRs or batch
totals files), in principle anyone in the public can verify the audit results by hand
or by using different, trusted software.
4.3

Compromised audit administrator

In this case, the audit administrator is compromised, either because they themselves wish to confirm an incorrect outcome or because malware resident on the
device they’re using to interact with the audit software does. The defenses from
Section 4.2 protect against this except for one attack on comparison audits.
If the audit administrator announces wrong election results and tampers with
the data provided to the auditing software, it is possible for the audit to reject
the null hypothesis when it shouldn’t. By entering incorrect contest totals but
providing the correct tabulation data needed for comparison audits, the audit will
confirm the outcome even though the paper ballots, if counted by hand, would
result in a different outcome. This is because comparison audits assume that the
contest data is correctly entered, and that any discrepancies between the audited
ballots and the tabulation data will catch incorrect contest data. By declaring
the wrong result and entering the wrong vote totals, but using uncompromised
CVRs or batch totals files, the comparison audit will terminate without seeing
discrepancies, “confirming” that the announced outcome indeed corresponds to
the paper ballots. However, this will not be the case.
In order to prevent this attack, the contest data and the CVRs or batch
totals must be made public so that the contest data can be verified against the
CVRs or batch totals. However, in ballot comparison audits, published CVRs
can enable coercion (the so-called Sicillian attack, for example [10]). For this
reason, states like Colorado explicitly forbid publishing CVRs in plain text [14].
Therefore, CVR values need to be hidden (except for audited ballots). To achieve
this, methods like [8] split up CVRs per-contest and produced commitments,
while [9] homomorphically encrypts CVRs and publishes the encrypted CVRs
and a decryption key for the CVR totals before the audit starts. Anyone can
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then sum the encrypted CVRs and decrypt the result to verify that the contest
data entered by the audit administrator matches the files to be compared. The
ballots which are audited also have their plaintext CVR published, which allows
the public to verify that the audit performed as expected.5
4.4

Compromised local election official

A compromised local election official represents the greatest threat to an RLA.
LEOs are the custodians of the paper trail, so if they desire to subvert the audit,
they can do so trivially by tampering with paper ballots. However, RLAs assume
that sufficient compliance auditing [52] is performed (see Section 2). Still, LEOs
(or malware on their behalf, below LEO refers to both cases) may subvert the
audit in a few other ways.
Forged manifests If an LEO or collection of LEOs misrepresents how many
ballots they have in their custody, they can influence the result of the RLA. For
instance, an LEO in a jurisdiction that votes more for the winner can claim
more ballots than they actually have. In a comparison audit, this would cause
the audit to recount all of the ballots, as ballots claimed to exist but not found
are counted as the worst kind of error [6]. In a ballot polling audit using k-cut,
things are even worse, as unless the number of ballots is counted ahead of time
and found to be too small, samples can be drawn without noticing anything is
wrong. This is why it is critical for LEOs to produce software independent ballot
manifests that can be published out of band and independently verified.
Forged audit data LEOs may also enter incorrect data about the audited
ballots (as in the network attacker above). This can cause the audit to finish
early. Ideally, public observation would prevent this, and paper records about
the audit can be made available for verification.
4.5

Summary of defenses

I have detailed a wide variety of attacks, and mentioned some defenses in passing:
– Authenticated communication channels between all parties, including authenticated access to the audit tool
– Publication of all audit data through an authenticated channel, like the audit
administrator’s website
– Commitment to audit data before use (e.g. the contest information should
be known before the audit starts and verifiably not changed afterwards)
– Use of CVR encryption, where applicable [9]
– Software independent record keeping of audit data [19]
– Public observation of all audit processes
– Compliance audits that enforce chain of custody for the paper trail [52]
– External verification of all audit inputs and outputs using a trusted audit
tool
5

An implementation of [9] can be found here: [4].
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5

Conclusion

In this paper I have discussed the theoretical and practical facets of risk-limiting
audits. I have examined the underlying assumptions made by RLAs and identified
how those play out in practice. I have shown that numerous attacks against RLAs
exist which can cause an RLA to fail to accomplish its primary goals, and also
presented several defenses which mitigate these attacks.
Despite my analysis, I have largely deferred a critical consideration. RLAs
exist to provide trust in election outcomes. They rely on a durable evidence trail,
large-scale transparency processes, and at times complex statistics to provide
proof that a reported outcome really does match all available evidence. However,
it might be worth considering whether they succeed. Absent any attack, even if
a risk-limiting audit is carried out faithfully and correctly, does it make voters
more confident in election outcomes? Future research is needed on this point,
as after the 2020 election, more U.S. states performed risk-limiting audits than
ever before, all of which found significant evidence that the election outcome
was correct. Yet, a significant fraction of the population still maintains that the
reported outcome was wrong [7]. If RLAs don’t provide confidence, is there value
in them at all?
Recent events in the U.S. state of Georgia may provide some clarity on the
issue. Georgia is a historically Republican state, with all executive offices held
by Republicans, including the chief elections officer Brad Raffensperger. In an
environment where much of the Republican party refused to accept the election
result, going so far as to vote against certifying it in the U.S. federal legislative
bodies, the Republican executives in Georgia stood by their election results,
in which a Democratic presidential candidate won the state of Georgia for the
first time in 28 years. Secretary Raffensperger repeatedly cited Georgia’s risklimiting audit as a major reason for his confidence [20]. Even if RLAs may not be
intelligible or convincing to the public at large, there is significant value in the
fact that they provide election officials (and interested members of the public)
confidence in the election results. In a time where misinformation is wreaking
havoc the world over [16], RLAs bolster the bastion of democracy.
Acknowledgments Thanks to Mark Lindeman, Monica Childers, Ben Adida,
Kevin Skoglund, Dan Wallach and the anonymous reviewers for their insightful
feedback.
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